
Heritage Information

A Roker Pier is a Grade 2 Listed Building,
built between 1885 and 1903. It extends 660
yards out into the sea. A tunnel runs the entire
length of the pier, enabling the keeper to reach
the lighthouse in stormy weather and, even
today, it is sometimes used to rescue people
in difficulties.

B Bede’s Cross on the coastal path: erected
in 1904 to commemorate the life and work of
the Venerable Bede.

C The old lighthouse, dating from 1856, has
been re-erected to be in its present position on
Parson’s Rocks.

D Bents Cottages are early 20th century
cottages built where fishermen’s cottages
once stood.

E Whitburn village was listed in the ‘Boldon
buke’ of 1183 and had probably existed from
Saxon times. Some galleons of the Spanish
Armada, fleeing from defeat, were wrecked on
Whitburn Rocks. Local inhabitants plundered
the wreckage and beams were known to be
used in some of the old village buildings and a
bell reportedly was placed in the church.

The Walk: Section 9

Start: Roker Pier (NZ 408589)

1 With the sea on your right, leave Roker Pier and walk along
the lower promenade to the far end. Bear L and stay on the low
path through Roker Ravine. Take the first turn R and head back
to the sea to rejoin the coastal path. (Alternatively, take the steps
on the left and turn R at the top to cross a bridge.) Continue for
about a mile. 

2 Upon reaching the cottages at The Bents, take the narrow
paved path around the seaward side. This leads to an access
road that bears round to the main road. Immediately cross the
road to a path with Whitburn Park on the right.

3 This path leads to Church Lane which continues to the Village
Green. Bear L here, cross the main road and turn R up Sandy
Chare. Follow the road as it bears L to the village duck pond
(one of the few remaining in the NE). Opposite the duck pond
enter the recreation ground and walk across to the far R corner,
leading onto Welland’s Lane.

4 Turn L and continue for about 400 yards to a public footpath
on the left. Pass Well House Farm and continue alongside field
edges and over stiles. The path rises steadily giving extensive
views in all directions. Cleadon Windmill and the ornate chimney
tower of the old water pumping station come into view.

5 Follow the wall on your right past the windmill and through a
kissing gate into a field with the chimney tower ahead on the left.
Keep straight ahead to a small patch of woodland leading onto a
golf course. Follow yellow posts showing the path across the golf
course to a stile in the wall. Turn R and, keeping the wall on your
right, continue until the path drops down to a road. Cross and
take the footpath ahead, with the caravan site on your left, to
reach the coast near Marsden Rock.
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6 Turn L and choose any of the clear paths along the top of the
rocky cliffs. Continue for at least a mile and a half. All paths
converge onto South Promenade. Continue straight ahead for
another ¾ mile. Pass ‘The Rattler’ pub then bear L to the main
road. (From here you may prefer to walk along the seafront and
then River Drive omitting directions 7, 8 and 9.)

7 Cross the road and enter South Marine Park. Immediately,
turn R and head for the first exit at the far end of the pond,
leading onto a main road. Cross over and visit the lifeboat
monument before continuing into North Marine Park. Look for
the pagoda and go past it to reach an exit onto Harbour Drive.
Cross the road to the restored sand dunes newly planted with
marram grass. A little further to the left is a new art installation
with 22 bronze figures. The distinctive, red Groyne lighthouse
can be seen ahead.

8 Bear L back over Harbour Drive and up the steps. Turn R and
continue to The Lawe. Pass by the side of the Harbour Lights
pub to reach a corner of the Roman Fort of Arbeia (the museum
and visitor centre are located at the far side).

9 Turn R away from Arbeia down a side street to a road
(Green’s Place) above the River Tyne with views of Tynemouth
Priory and the Fish Quays. Turn L and walk to a set of steps
leading down to River Drive. Cross over and turn L again, keeping
on the low level road (Wapping Street). Pass the Marine Safety
Training Centre and then the old wooden buildings housing the
Maritime Trust, a charity restoring old boats.

10 Continue close to the river, passing a number of inlets
formerly dry docks. Look for the large dock just across the road
which contains an impressive armada of galleons (shoulder-high
stainless steel replicas). The South Shields Ferry Terminal is just
ahead and is the end of the Heritage Way. Taking the ferry
across to North Shields will complete the entire circuit.

F Cleadon windmill was built for
grinding corn in the early 19th
century. The chimney tower, built in
ornate Italian style in 1863, was part
of the Cleadon Water Pumping station.

G Marsden Rock was a natural arch
and was a great visitor attraction in
Victorian times. A flight of steps cut
into the rock allowed access to the
top. In 1996, the arch collapsed.

H Souter lighthouse can be seen to
the south of Marsden Rock. It was
built in 1871 and it was the first
lighthouse purpose-built for electricity.
The Marsden Limestone Quarries are
close by.

I The Rattler pub is named after
‘The Marsden Rattler’. This was a
train that ran along a mineral line
taking quicklime from the Marsden
limestone quarries and coal from
Whitburn Colliery to South Shields
It also transported miners and, from
1888, passengers were also allowed
to travel. It was very noisy, which is
how it got the name of Rattler.

J The Lifeboat monument here
commemorates the importance of
South Shields in sea rescue. The
restored lifeboat on view, the ‘Tyne’,
is thought to be the world’s first
purpose-built lifeboat. During its
60-year working life, it saved 1,028 
lives.

K The hexagonal red building that
stands on 12 iron legs is the Herd
Groyne lighthouse. In service for over
150 years, it still acts as an important
navigational aid.

N

Ramblers charity England & Wales: 1093577

L The Pilot House at The Lawe was erected in the late 18th century to guide
local pilots. The Beacon Markers were lined up by pilots to guide them safely
into harbour. Today, the line is marked out across the road. The Roman fort of
Arbeia guarded the entrance to the river. Green’s Lane was named after
Mr. Green who had a ropery business here.

M The North East Maritime Trust, open to the public two days per week, is
worth a visit to see ongoing restoration work on traditional boats from this area.
The many dry docks are a reminder of the importance shipbuilding once had
on the Tyne.
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